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Abstract: Hundreds of different network protocols have been created for supporting communication between
computers and other types of electronic devices. Routing protocols are the family of network protocols that
enable computer routers to communicate with each other and in turn to intelligently forward traffic between their
respective networks. In building the networks, a routing mechanism is needed to integrate the entire computer
with a high degree of flexibility. Routing is a major part in giving a performance to the network. With many
existing routing protocols, performance reference comparison of these routing protocols is of utmost
consideration. This paper focuses on corroborating the simulated performances of the RIP, EIGRP and OSPF
routing protocols to actual operations. Simulation was employed with the use of a packet tracer and
authenticated to real time situation with the use of hyper terminal emulator. Subnetting was also utilized to
address and relieve network congestion and security in both environments. In the conduct of the study, results
on performances in both simulation and real time situation have been the same. Both yielded same performance
results as long as parameters are set consistently. The simulation process had been validated by the actual set-
up. Simulation is recommended to study behavior of the system before building it since results are accurate in
general. Network administrators can also engage in “what-if” analysis and experiment and investigate
unexpected phenomena, cutting time and effort and cost concerns.
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INTRODUCTION the simulated performance of Routing Information

As the modern world is technologically driven, Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP)
networking that tailors to intelligent flow, management of using packet tracer to actual scenario utilizing Hyper
information, connectivity and sharing is of valuable Terminal Emulator. An evaluation that assesses their
consideration. A network isn't just a bunch of computers performance consistency by simulation and actual
with wires running between them. Properly implemented, operation with the end goal that data collected from the
a network is a system that provides its users with unique configuration can be utilized to address time, effort and
capabilities, above and beyond what the individual cost concerns in  creating  and  designing  networks.
machines and their software applications can provide. As Once simulation can be substantiated by the actual
reliability and scalability are of utmost concern in many operation, this can provide practical feedback before
networks, identification of routing protocols in the designing real world systems, allow network
network  should  be  undertaken.  Routing  protocols aim administrators to study system’s behavior without
at finding the  best  path  in  the  network  to  ensure building it and determine the correctness and efficiency of
proper  connectivity.   Each  routing  protocol  has  its a design before system is actually constructed.
own set of standards to judge a route quality by using All businesses and transactions are utilizing
metrics like  next  hop  count,  bandwidth  and  delay  [1]. computer networking for performance efficiency and
In order for routers to effectively and efficiently distribute effectiveness. The use of computer networks in everyday
data, the choice of the routing protocol becomes a very lives is increasingly high. It is due to the various facilities
critical factor to define success of the network overtime. offered by the network, ranging from the ease of
The purpose of this study is to validate and corroborate communicating to the possibility of sharing resources.

Protocol (RIP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and
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The use of the network requires a variety of tools, such as updates in periodic fashion as distance vector protocols
routers and switches as well as an understanding of the
various techniques [2]. Routing protocols are used to
govern the prime path for data communication amongst
network nodes [3]. The routing is established by the
configuration of routing tables in the routers. This paper
focuses on the behavior and performance consistency of
three routing protocols, RIP, EIGRP and OSPF in
simulation and real time scenario.

Routing Information Protocol (RIP): RIP stands for
Routing Information Protocol in which distance vector
routing is used for data/packet transmission [4]. It is a
distance vector dynamic routing protocol that uses the
hop count as its routing metrics. When it is first
configured on a router, it sends broadcast packets
containing the request message and then listens for
response messages. Routers receiving the request
message respond to it by sending their routing tables in
the response message. This process continues until the
network is updated with the new router’s position. Thus,
a RIP router sends out its full routing table in its update
once in 30 seconds. If any new entry is found in an
update, the RIP router enters it into the routing table
along with the sending router’s address. The metric used
to find out the best path between two locations is Hop
count. Hop count is the number of routers the packet
must go through till it reaches the destination network [5].
RIP prevents routing loops by implementing a limit on the
number of hops allowed in a path from source to
destination. The maximum number of hops allowed for RIP
is 15. This hop limit also limits the size of networks that
RIP can support. A hop count of 16 is considered an
infinite distance. In other words, the route is considered
unreachable. RIP implements the split horizon, route
poisoning and hold down mechanisms to prevent
incorrect routing information from being propagated [6].

Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP):
EIGRP is an enhanced version of IGRP (Interior Gateway
Routing Protocol), an obsolete routing protocol that was
developed by Cisco. It is an advanced distance vector
protocol that implements some characteristics similar to
those of link-state protocols. Some Cisco documentation
refers to EIGRP as a hybrid protocol. It advertises its
routing table to its neighbors as distance-vector protocols
do, however it uses the hello protocol and forms neighbor
relationships similar to link state protocols. It also sends
partial updates when a metric or the topology on the
network  changes.   It   does   not   send  full  routing-table

do. EIGRP is a classless protocol that permits the use of
VLSMs (Variable Length Subnet Masks) and supports
CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Routing) for a scalable
allocation of IP addresses. It uses the metrics like
bandwidth, delay, reliability, load and MTU in making its
routing decisions [7].

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF): OSPF (Open Shortest
Path First) is a link state routing protocol that constructs
map of the topology and database to calculate the metric
for each route and to choose shorter routing routes. Cost
is the metric used by this protocol. It is designed for
networks which are scalable and to handle a distributed
routing table with fast propagation, among routers. There
is no hop count limitation so it can be used in large
networks. OSPF uses the concept of Area for hierarchical
network design [8]. OSPF is a method of finding the
shortest path from one router to another in a local area
network (LAN). As long as a network is IP-based, the
OSPF algorithm will calculate the most efficient way for
data to be transmitted. If there are several routers on a
network, OSPF builds a table (or topography) of the router
connections. When data is sent from one location to
another, the OSPF algorithm compares the available
options and chooses the most efficient way for the data
to be sent. This limits unnecessary delays in data
transmission and prevents infinite loops [9]. With the
three routing protocols in discussion, subnetting has also
been utilized by the author.

 Subnetting: Subnet allows administrators to divide their
private network into virtually defined segments. Subnets
provide a lot of benefits for network administrators and
ultimately users, by making administration and routing
more efficient such as: Subnetting [10] prevents
unnecessary broadcasts, increases security options,
simplifies administration and controls growth. Each IP
class is equipped with its own default subnet mask which
bounds that IP class to have prefixed number of Networks
and prefixed number of Hosts per network. Classful IP
addressing does not provide any flexibility of having less
number of Hosts per Network or more Networks per IP
Class. Classless Inter Domain Routing (CIDR) provides
the flexibility of borrowing bits of Host part of the IP
address and using them as Network in Network, called
Subnet. By using subnetting, one single Class IP address
can be used to have smaller sub-networks which provide
better network management capabilities [11].

In the simulated performance evaluation of the three
routing protocols, a packet tracer had been used.
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Configuration Using Cisco Packet Tracer Simulator:
Cisco Packet Tracer is a powerful network simulation
program that allows experimentation with network
behavior and asks “what if” questions. Packet Tracer
provides simulation, visualization and authoring,
assessment and collaboration capabilities and facilitates
the teaching and learning of complex technology
concepts [12]. Packet Tracer supplements physical
equipment by creating a network with an almost unlimited
number of devices, encouraging practice, discovery and
troubleshooting. Although, it is not a substitute for real
equipment, it allows practice using a command-line
interface. This “e-doing” capability is a fundamental
component of learning how to configure routers and
switches. Packet Tracer’s simulation mode can
demonstrate processes that were formerly hidden. These
simulation capabilities can help simplify the learning
process by providing tables, diagrams and other visual
representations of internal functions such as dynamic
data transfers and packet content expansion. 

With the utilization of this e-learning software, the
performance of the three dynamic routing protocols shall
be simulated for results to be used for authentication in
real time situation using HyperTerminal Emulator.

HyperTerminal: HyperTerminal can be used to set up a
dial-up connection to another computer through the
internal modem using Telnet or to access a bulletin board
service (BBS) in another computer. It can also be used to
set up a connection for data transfer between two
computers (such as desktop computer and a portable
computer) using the serial ports and for serial-port control
of external devices or systems such as scientific
instruments, robots, or radio communications stations.
HyperTerminal can also be used as a troubleshooting tool
when setting up and using a modem. Commands can be
sent through HyperTerminal to make sure that modem is
connected properly [13].

Comparative studies on performances of the three
dynamic routing protocols have been conducted and
studied by other researchers but studies on performance
comparison of simulation to real-time situation is limited.
This has prompted the researcher to railway this gap of
knowledge with the goal of finding out whether
theoretical analysis will yield same results in the
simulation and actual operation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The following processes were undertaken in the
study.

Table 1: Router Configuration Specification 
Router GigabitEthernet 0/0 Serial 0/0/0 Serial 0/0/1
R1 197.16.17.25 /29 197.16.17.1 /29 197.16.17.17 /29
R2 197.16.17.33 /29 197.16.17.10 /29 197.16.17.2 /29
R3 197.16.17.41 /29 197.16.17.18 /29 197.16.17.9 /29

Table 2: PC Configuration Specification
PC IP Address Default Gateway 
PC1 197.16.17.26/29 197.16.17.25/29
PC2 197.16.17.27/29 197.16.17.25/29
PC3 197.16.17.34/29 197.16.17.33/29
PC4 197.16.17.35/29 197.16.17.33/29
PC5 197.16.17.42/29 197.16.17.25/29
PC6 197.16.17.43/29 197.16.17.25/29

Subnetting: A process of borrowing bits from the host to
create smaller networks within a larger one to improve
network security and performance. 

The following steps have been taken:
Determine the number of subnets or hosts
Calculate the number of borrowed bits and use the
formula (2  x if looking for total number of subnets;n

2 - 2  x if looking for total number of hosts) where:n

x = number of hosts; n = number of borrowed bits
Find the new subnet mask
Convert the number into binary
Get the value of delta (2 )n

Acquire the valid subnet addresses

This can be illustrated in the computation done below.
197.16.17.0 (5 hosts) 
2 - 2  x; 2 - 2 5; 2 - 2  5; 8 -n n 3

2  5; 6  5; n = 3
New Subnet Mask = 32 – 3 = 29 
11111111.11111111.11111111.11111000 =
255.255.255.248
Delta = 2  = 2 = 8n 3

S0 = 197.16.17.0 /29; S1 = 197.16.17.8 /29; S2 =
197.16.17.16 /29; S3 = 197.16.17.24 /29; S4 =
197.16.17.32 /29; S5 = 197.16.17.40 /29; 

Table 1 shows IP addresses of the different ports of
three routers.

Table 2 shows IP addresses and default gateways of
six PCs.

Simulation: A Cisco Packet Tracer was used to evaluate
the performance of three routing protocols in study.

Topology: A network topology has been created.
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Fig. 1: Network Topology

Table 3: Specification of Network Devices 
Sr. No. Name of Device Specification
1 Router 1941
2 Switch 2960-24TT
3 End Device PC
4 Connections Copper straight through, Serial DCE,

Serial DTE 

Fig. 2: Hostname and IP Address Assignment

Fig. 3: RIP Configuration

Figure 1 shows the Cisco Packet Tracer environment.
The network topology consists of three interconnected
routers, switches and six PCs.

Table 3 shows the description of devices maximized
in the network during simulation.

Configuration: Configuration of routers was executed.
Figure 2 shows the execution of commands for

setting and assignment of port.
Figure 3 shows the execution of commands in RIP

Routing Protocol.

Fig. 4: EIGRP Configuration

Fig. 5: OSPF Configuration

Figure 4 shows the execution of commands in EIGRP
Routing Protocol.

Figure 5 shows the execution of commands in OSPF
Routing Protocol.

Actual  Operation:   All   network   devices    had  been
set-up  and  HyperTerminal  Emulator was used to
evaluate  performances  of three routing protocols in
study.

Set-up: A network set-up had been undertaken.

Figure 6 shows the laboratory used in the setting of
devices for the actual testing of the performances of the
three protocols.

Table 4 shows the description of devices maximized
in the network.
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Fig. 6: Network Topology

Table 4: EIGRP Configuration 
Sr. No. Name of Device Specification
1 Router Cisco 1900 Series
2 Switch Catalyst 2960 Plus Series
3 End Device PC
4 Connections Copper straight through, Serial DCE,

Serial DTE 

Fig. 7: Hostname and IP Address Assignment

Fig. 8: RIP Configuration

Fig. 9: EIGRP Configuration

Fig. 10: OSPF Configuration

Configuration: Configuration of routers was executed.
Figure 7 shows the execution of commands for

setting and assignment of port.
Figure 8 shows the execution of commands in RIP

Routing Protocol.

Figure 9 shows the execution of commands in EIGRP
Routing Protocol.

Figure 10 shows the execution of commands in OSPF
Routing Protocol.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 The following results were both obtained from the
simulation and actual operation of the evaluation of the
three routing protocols.

Ping Command: With regard to reachability of hosts,
both simulated and actual operation yielded positive and
same results. A connection had been established since
data packets were sent and received. Figure 11 and 12
show the connectivity results.

IP Route Command: This is looking at the routing table to
determine exactly where a packet will be routed to identify
routing configuration. As both seen in Figure 13 and 14,
the highlighted information in red implies directly
connected networks in RIP are the same. Furthermore, the
administrative distance marked in blue and hop count
marked in green also have the same results.

Results for both simulation and actual operation in
EIGRP are the same in directly connected networks and
administrative distance. But, bandwidth and delay data
are different.

Results for both simulation and actual operation in
OSPF are the same in directly connected networks and
administrative distance. But, cost data are different.

From the data gathered, RIP in both simulation and
actual operation yielded same data because basis for set
metrics for this type of protocol is hop count which is
static  in  nature.  As long as topology for both simulation
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Fig. 11: Ping in Simulation

Fig. 12: Ping in Actual Operation

Fig. 13: RIP Routing Table in Simulation

Fig. 14: RIP Routing Table in Actual Operation

Fig. 15: EIGRP Routing Table in Simulation

Fig. 16: EIGRP Routing Table in Actual Operation

Fig. 17: OSPF Routing Table in Simulation

Fig. 18: OSPF Routing Table in Actual Operation

Fig. 19: K values for EIGRP in Simulation

Fig. 20: K values for EIGRP in Actual Operation

and actual operation are the same, results will be
consistent. On the other hand, EIGRP yielded a different
result  because    bandwidth    during    simulation  had
not been  set.  If bandwidth is set for both simulation and
actual  operation,  results  will be the same. This can be
justified  by  using  the  simplified  formula EIGRP Metric
=  256*(Bandwidth  +  Delay).  Originally, formula had
been  set  with  EIGRP  Metric  =   256*((K1*Bandwidth)
+  ( K 2 * B a n d w i d t h ) / ( 2 5 6 - L o a d ) +
K3*Delay)*(K5/(Reliability + K4))) but by default, the
values of K1 and K3 are set to 1 and K2, K4 and K5 are set
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to 0. Hence the above equation is deduced to the 3. Obinna, O., S. Palaniapan and Y.C. Kiong, 2015.
simplified formula mentioned above. Below are Figures 19 Framework of an Improved Distance-Vector Routing
and 20 to validate the k values. Protocol Mechanism for Reliable Network

Furthermore, OSPF yields different result in cost Transmission in Local Area Networks. International
because bandwidth was not set during simulation. If it has Conference on Network Security & Computer Science
been set, it could have yielded same results for both (ICNSCS).
simulation and actual operation. This can be computed 4. Kalamani, P., M.V. Kumar, M. Chithambarathanu and
using the formula OSPF Cost= reference R. Thomas, 2014. Comparison of RIP, EIGRP, OSPF,
bandwidth/interface bandwidth. IGRP routing protocols in Wireless Local Area

Network (WLAN) by using OPNET simulator tool - A
CONCLUSION practical approach. IOSR Journal of Computer

The results on the validation of the three routing 5. Archana, C., 2015. Analysis of RIPv2, OSPF, EIGRP
protocols in study namely RIP, EIGRP and OSPF in configuration on router using Cisco packet tracer.
simulation to actual operation have been the same. It is International Journal of Engineering Science and
imperative thou that set parameters especially on Innovative Technology (IJESIT).
bandwidth in EIGRP and OSPF should be consistent for 6. RIP, 2014. Cisco Active Network Abstraction
results to be similar since bandwidth is a basis for metric Reference Guide, 3.7. [Online]. Available: http://
computation and determination. RIP on the other hand, www.cisco.com/ c/en/ us/ td/ docs/ net_mgmt/
yields same result even if bandwidth is not set since active_network_abstraction/3-7/ reference/ guide/
metric is computed by hop counts. Therefore, dissimilar ANARefGuide37/routpro.html
parameters  for   RIP   become   irrelevant   with   regard  to 7. Nazumudeen, N. and C. Mahendram, 2014.
results in simulation and actual situation. Performance analysis of dynamic routing protocols

Based from the results, the author concludes that using packet tracer. International Journal of
simulation is consistent with the real time scenario. Innovative Research in Science, Engineering and
Results in simulation are generally accurate and Technology (IJIRSET).
unexpected phenomenon and “what-if” analysis can also 8. Sirika, S. and S. Mahajine, 2016. Performance
be integrated and easily performed. Simulation is time, evaluation of dynamic routing protocols for real time
effort and cost efficient. application. International Journal of Engineering

The proponent of this study thus recommend to Trends and Technology (IJETT).
experiment and investigate different topologies, not 9. OSPF, 2017. Tech Terms. [Online]. Available:
limiting testing to few devices. With this, potential https://techterms.com/definition/ospf
designs will be aptly evaluated before fabricating the 10. Lammle, T.,  2011.  Cisco  Certified  Network
networks themselves. By mimicking the behaviour of the Associate Study Guide, 7  edition. Wiley Publishing,
designs, the simulator will be able to provide the Inc., pp: 101-115.
information pertaining to the correctness and efficiency of 11. Jain, P.K., M. Sindhwani and S. Sachdeva, 2014.
alternate designs. After carefully weighing the Comparative study of routing protocols with
ramifications of each design, the best may then be subnetting implementation in Cisco packet tracer.
fabricated. International Journal of Advanced Research in
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